In recent year, the compact representations based on activations of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) achieve remarkable performance in image retrieval. Some interested object only takes up a small part of the whole image. Therefore, it is significant to extract the discriminative representations that contain regional information of pivotal small object. In this paper, we propose a novel weakly supervised soft-detection-based aggregation (SDA) method free from bounding box annotations for image retrieval. In order to highlight the certain discriminative pattern of objects and suppress the noise of background, we employ trainable soft region proposals that indicate the probability of interested object and reflect the significance of candidate regions.
Introduction
In recent years, image retrieval has been researched widely. Image representation is the pivotal modules in image retrieval, and it has considerable impact on retrieval performance. The image representation methods based on Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [23] and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [20] have received sustained attention over the past decades.
After Lowe et al. [23] propose SIFT descriptor, SIFTbased image representation [44, 37, 16, 26, 12, 6, 15] achieves remarkable performance in image retrieval. As a hand-crafted descriptor based on histogram of oriented gradients, SIFT has significant semantic gap with high-level semantic content of image. With the development of deep learning, CNN-based image retrieval methods [35, 9, 3, 32 , Figure 1 . Some examples of images that only contain partial interested objects in Paris dataset [28] . As marked by orange box, interested object only occupies a small fraction of the area and is easy to be interfered by the background in image retrieval. 2, 39, 17, 41, 42, 43, 1, 30, 10, 18, 11, 31, 25] become the research focus gradually.
Fully connected layer features of CNN are utilized to generate compact global representation for image retrieval in some recent works [35, 9, 3] . After that, feature maps of convolutional layers are employed to obtain global representation [32, 2, 39, 17, 41, 42, 43] and achieve better performance. Recently, many methods seek to fine-tune the image representations [1, 30, 10, 18, 11, 31, 25] for image retrieval. Fine-tuning significantly improves the adaptation ability of network.
Most of the previous image representations aggregation methods for image retrieval are based on whole image and ignore the discriminative regional information. However, a lot of images only contain partial interested objects, as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, it is important to capture the interested region and extract pivotal regional representation in image retrieval. R-MAC [39] utilizes regional information Figure 2 . Framework of our weakly supervised soft-detection-based aggregation (SDA) method. Firstly, we extract feature maps of deep convolutional layers and generate some soft region proposals on the feature maps by soft region proposal layer (SRPL). Then, we extract regional representations based on generated soft region proposals. Finally, we combine regional representations to obtain global representation.
based on sliding window. DIR [10, 11] employs region proposal network (RPN) in faster-rcnn [34] to replace the rigid grid. Its RPN is trained using the annotated bounding box of the Landmarks dataset, similar to the proposal mechanism in [34] . However, the significance of each regional representation is uniform in R-MAC [39] and DIR [10, 11] . In order to gain pivotal regional representations, we can employ trainable soft region proposal that can be interpreted as regional attention-based significance in aggregation stage to highlight important regional representation.
In recent years, many methods achieve remarkable performance in object detection, such as Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNN) [8] , Fast R-CNN [7] , Faster R-CNN [34] , Mask R-CNN [13] , You Look Only Once (YOLO) [33] , Single Shot Detector (SSD) [22] , and RetinaNet [21] . However, these methods are trained based on annotated bounding box and it is very laborious and expensive to collect bounding box annotations. By contrast, image-level annotation is much easier to acquire. Many weakly supervised object detection methods [4, 38] trained without annotated bounding box are proposed recently.
Inspired by the weakly supervised object detection strategy, we propose a weakly supervised aggregation method based on soft region proposals for image retrieval in this paper. The soft region proposals reflecting the significance of objects highlight discriminative pattern of objects and suppress the noise of background. Different form previous object detection methods [40, 45, 8, 7, 34, 33, 22] that use rectangular boxes to represent interested objects, we utilize arbitrarily shaped soft region proposals that indicate the probability of object as foreground to reflect significance information. Note, our weakly supervised soft-detectionbased aggregation method is free from annotated bounding box. We holistically train the detection and aggregation network only based on image-level annotations. The diagram of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Firstly, we extract feature maps of deep convolutional layers. We generate some initial candidate regions and get the position of candidate regions on the feature maps and compute the soft region proposals by by soft region proposal layer (SRPL). Then, we extract regional representations by soft-detectionbased pooling strategy based on soft region proposals. Finally, we combine regional representations to obtain global representation.
Related work

Object Detection
Object detection methods receive a considerable level of attention recently. CNN-based methods (e.g. R-CNN [8] , Fast R-CNN [7] , Faster R-CNN [34] , Mask R-CNN [13] , [33] , and Single Shot Detector (SSD) [22] ) yield a significant accuracy gain compared to traditional methods (e.g. Sliding Window (SW), Selective Search Windows (SSW) [40] , and EdgeBoxes (EB) [45] ). However, the training of these CNN-based methods relies on annotated bounding box. Some weakly supervised detection and classification methods [4, 38] solve this problem and focus on training object detectors with only image-level supervision. The most popular pipeline for weakly supervised object detection methods has three main steps [38] : (1) region proposal generation to generate a set of candidate boxes that may cover objects, (2) proposal feature extraction to extract features from these proposals, and (3) proposal classification to classify each proposal as an object class.
In image retrieval task, the general training data are image tuples consisting of query image, positive image that matches the query, and negative image that does not match the query. In this paper, we modify three main steps for our weakly supervised soft-detection-based aggregation (SDA) method based on training image tuples for image retrieval. In the first step, initial candidate boxes can be generated by both traditional object detection methods [40, 45] and CNNbased methods [8, 7, 34, 13, 33, 22] . Note that we do not need precise position of proposal in original image and only predict the position of proposal on feature map, because our ultimate purpose is aggregation rather than detection. We generate some soft region proposals based on initial candidate boxes by soft region proposal layer (SRPL). In the second step, we extract the regional representations based on generated soft region proposals on feature maps. In the third step, we combine regional representations as global representation and measure the distance of global representations of images. We force the distance between global representations of matching pair smaller than non-matching pairs based on contrastive loss [5, 31] in this step while training.
Our soft region proposals reflect the significance of objects and various parts of it. Different from previous detection methods, our soft region proposals represent the interested regions by probability map rather than the coordinates of boxes. The probability map reflects detailed significance of each position on feature maps. The aggregation based on trainable soft region proposal highlights discriminative contents and suppresses the noise of background. After aggregation, it also predicts the significance of regional representation by its distribution and mean implicitly.
CNN-based Aggregation
In recent years, convolutional features aggregation methods [2, 39, 17, 42, 43, 1, 30, 10, 18, 11, 31] achieve remarkable performance in image retrieval. Regional representation is utilized in some works [39, 10, 11 ] to get more detailed information. R-MAC [39] derives compact image representation from the convolutional layer activations by directly summing multiple regional representations of different size regions. DIR [10, 11] trains region proposal network (RPN) [34] based on bounding box annotations and utilizes RPN [34] to generate candidate regions. DIR [10, 11] also extracts aggregated representation by directly summing multiple regional representation as the pipeline of R-MAC [39] .
However, the significance of each regional representation should not be uniform in aggregation. The regional representation of pivotal interested object is more important for discriminative global representation. We weight the regional representation based on soft region proposal that indicates the confidence coefficient of region of interest (ROI). Our soft region proposal is arbitrary shape rather than only rectangle and indicates significance of each position on feature maps. Note, our weakly supervised soft-detection-based aggregation method is trained without bounding box annotations.
Method
In this section, we introduce our weakly supervised soft-detection-based aggregation (SDA) method in detail. The framework of proposed SDA method is illustrated in Fig 2. Firstly, we obtain initial candidate regions r i (i = 1, 2, · · · , I , where I is the number of candidate regions) based on traditional or CNN-based detection methods, and generate soft region proposals srp i based on candidate re- Figure 3 . Soft region proposal layer (SRPL). We generate soft region proposals based on candidate regions by soft region proposals layer. The initial candidate regions can be obtained by various detection methods, e.g. Sliding Window (SW) and Faster R-CNN [34] . This architecture is naturally implemented with 1 × 1 convolutional layer and cropping operation on probability map.
gions by soft region proposal layer (SRPL). In the second step, we extract regional representations p i based on generated soft region proposals which indicate the significance of whole candidate regions and various parts of them. In the third step, we combine regional representations rep i to obtain global representation rep. We employ weakly supervised loss that only need annotated tuples (q, p, n) containing query image, positive image that matches the query, and negative image that do not match the query. It is worth noting that our method is trained without bounding boxes annotations.
Soft-detection-based Aggregation
Soft region proposal layer (SRPL)
We generate soft region proposals by soft region proposal layer (SRPL). The overview of soft region proposals layer is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Probability map M is computed with input of feature maps of deep convolutional layer by 1 × 1 convolutional kernel, which can be interpreted as channel selection. The value of probability map reflects the significance of each position on the feature map. Then, we crop probability map M by candidate regions r i to generate soft region proposals srp i .
We can generate some initial candidate regions based on general detection methods, e.g. Sliding Window (SW) and Faster R-CNN [34] . Different from previous general object detection methods, we pay more attention to the position of candidate regions on the feature maps F of deep convolutional layers rather than the precise location on original images. The candidate regions work as initial candidate, then we generate probability map and soft region proposals to represent detailed significance of regions. Therefore, the dependency of detection precision of initial detection methods is low. Even simple Sliding Window (SW) method can meet the requirements. The probability map is computed based on feature map of deep convolutional layer and represents the significance of each position on feature map. In order to explain the probability map in detail, we illustrate how it works in Fig. 4 . Probability map highlights pivotal objects and suppresses the noise background such as people and trees. The value of positions of buildings such as Eiffel Tower and Notre Dame on the feature map is large, which means the features of these positions are important for discriminability. By contrast, the trees and people are distractions in this image retrieval task, and they can be suppressed by our probability map which can be interpreted as spatial selection. The effectiveness and validity of probability map benefit by 1 × 1 convolutional layer, which weights and combines various channels of feature map corresponding to different semantic content as probability map. The important channel is emphasized by larger weight of 1 × 1 convolutional layer and noise is suppressed. For example, the 155th channel of feature map represent building and its weight is 0.062. The weights of the channels corresponding to tree (0.038) and people (0.039) are smaller. As a result, we select some important channels corresponding to discriminative semantic content to generate probability map M , which reflects the significance of various position.
Then, probability map M and initial candidate regions r i are employed to generate soft region proposals srp i . We crop probability map based on the coordinates of candidate boxes, and the regional cropped probability maps are defined as soft region proposals. The soft characteristic is mainly embodied in value and shape. The "soft" value is the fractional probability (the probability represents the significance of interested object) rather than binary (it is interested object or not). The "soft" shape is arbitrary shape rather than only rectangle, which benefits by "soft" value for each position.
Aggregation
The soft region proposals play an important role in aggregation stage, working as weakly supervised spatial and channel selection. We extract regional representations from feature maps by employing the candidate boxes r i on the feature maps F as pooling window and weighting the h i ×w i × c cropped feature maps f i by corresponding h i × w i soft region proposals srp i . The c-dimensional regional representations rep i are computed by Max Pooling (MAC) [39] of weighted cropped feature maps as follows:
Spatially weighted by soft region proposal, the significance of each regional representation for final global representation is adjusted by its intensity implicitly. Various other pooling methods (such as Average Pooling (AVG) [2] and Generalized-Mean Pooling (GeM) [31] ) can be employed as a candidate to replace Max Pooling (MAC) in our framework. Then, we combine regional representations rep i to generate global representation g. Regional representations are weighted by corresponding soft region proposals srp i to highlight important regions before. The value of regional representation that mainly contains background and noise is small. By contrast, the value of regional representation that contains interested objects is large. Therefore, we directly sum the weighted regional representations rep i and 2 -normalized as c-dimensional global representation g:
Where 2 () is the 2 -normalized function to normalize representation vector, which is often employed as standard post-process [42, 11, 31] in image retrieval. Finally, we reduce the dimensionality of global representation by a fully connected layer and obtain the final D-dimensional compact global representation rep, which is 2 -normalized again after dimensionality reduction.
Where our dimensionality reduction function based on fully connected layer is defined as RD(). This dimensionality reduction strategy is embedded in network and is trained end-to-end by our weakly supervised loss. The dimensionality of final representation can be chosen according to the tradeoff between performance and efficiency in practice.
Improve efficiency
In order to improve computational efficiency, we spatially weight feature map F by probability map M and crop the weighted feature map based on candidate regions r i directly in practice. The cropped weighted feature maps are aggregated by Max Pooling (MAC) to generate c-dimensional regional representations. In this way, we only weight once for all candidate regions rather than once for each candidate region, and only crop once for each candidate region on spatially weighted feature map rather than twice for each candidate region on feature map and probability map respectively. In order to explain our method and idea clearly, we introduce our methods based on soft region proposals in Section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. However, we improve the computational efficiency by above practical strategy in application. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , we compare our algorithm flow charts of theory and practice in detail. The practical method (as shown in Fig. 5 (b) ) shares the weighted feature map rather than weighting (spatial selection) separately for each region in theoretical method (as shown in Fig. 5 (a) ). We only crop once on weighted feature map for each candidate box in practice rather than crop probability map and feature map respectively in theory. The improvement is more significant when the number of initial candidate regions is large.
Our practical method can be interpreted as the attentionbased strategy, which consists of channel selection and spatial selection. Different from previous region-based methods [39, 10, 11] , our practical method predicts the significance of each region and embed it in corresponding regional representation without 2 -normalized operation. 
Weakly Supervised Loss
The global representation is aggregated based on regional significance information. We train the network based on global representation and optimize the significance of regional representation and significance of spatial position and channels end-to-end by contrastive loss [5] . The training data consist of image tuple (q, p, n) without candidate boxes annotation, that define query image, positive image that matches the query, and negative image that do not match the query respectively. We employ the contrastive loss [5] to force the distance of matching pairs closer than no-matching pairs.
Where τ is a margin parameter defining when non-matching pairs (q, n) have large enough distance in order not to be taken into account in the loss. The 2 -normalized vectors rep(q), rep(p) and rep(n) define c-dimensional global representation for images of tuple (q, p, n) respectively.
Experiments
Datasets
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of our method on four image retrieval datasets. The mean average precision (mAP) [3, 32, 2, 39, 17, 42, 43, 1, 30, 10, 18, 11, 31] over the query images is employed to evaluate the performance.
Oxford [27] and Paris [28] datasets contain photographs collected from Flickr associated with Oxford and Paris landmarks respectively. They consist of 5063 and 6392 images respectively and each dataset contains 55 queries coming from 11 landmarks.
Revisited Oxford (ROxford) and Revisited Paris (RParis) [29] alleviate some inaccuracies in the original annotation of Oxford [27] and Paris [28] datasets, and introduce new and more challenging 15 queries from 5 out of the original 11 landmarks. Along with the 55 original queries from Oxford [27] and Paris [28] , they consist of a total of 70 queries per dataset. Three evaluation setups of different difficulty are defined by treating labels (easy, hard, unclear) as positive or negative, or ignoring them. Easy (E): easy images are treated as positive, while hard and unclear are ignored. Medium (M): easy and Hard images are treated as positive, while unclear are ignored. Hard (H): hard images are treated as positive, while easy and unclear are ignored. The old setup of Oxford [27] and Paris [28] appears to be close to the new Easy setup, while Medium and Hard appear to be more challenging. Because the performance of the Easy setup is similar to old setup and nearly saturated, we do not use it but only evaluate Medium and Hard setups in the subsequent experiments.
Implementation Details
CNN architectures. We employ VGG16 [36] which are highly influential in image retrieval task. VGG16 network has compromised complexity and performance. We do not employ ResNet101 [14] in this paper, due to its insignificant performance improvement with large memory cost of GPU and high computational complexity. We use PyTorch to implement our proposed method and use Adam [19] as optimizer. The initial learning rate is 10 −6 , an exponential decay is e −0.1i over epoch i, momentum is 0.9, and weight decay is 5 × 10 −4 . Multi-scale (MS). During test time we adopt a multiscale procedure similar to the recent works [11, 31] , which improves the performance in image retrieval. We resize the input image to different sizes and feed multiple input images of various scales (1, 1/ √ 2, and 1/2) to the network. Then, the global representations from multiple scales are combined into a single representation.
Learned whitening (LW). Previous unsupervised aggregation methods [2, 42] generally employ PCA of an independent set for whitening and dimensionality reduction as post-processing. Based on labeled data, we employ linear discriminant projections [24] used in recent works [30, 31] to project the representations.
Training data. The training dataset is collected and used in [31] . It is labeled based on Structure-from-Motion (SfM) with no human annotation. There are around 133k images for training and around 30k images for validation. Each training and validation tuple contains 1 query, 1 positive and 5 negative images. We set the margin for contrastive loss as τ = 0.75 and batch size of training tuples as 5.
Detection. We use simple object detection method Sliding Window(SW) to generate candidate regions. We slide windows of L scales on feature maps and the overlap of neighboring regions is small than 0.4. The possible region number for the long dimension is (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) at scale (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) respectively. The aspect ratio is simply set as 1:1.
Impact of the Parameters
We evaluate the main parameters and processes that affect the performance of proposed soft-detection-based aggregation (SDA) method in this section.
Scale number
We employ the simple initial detection method Sliding Window(SW) in our method to generate initial candidate boxes. The scale number (L) of slide windows are evaluated as shown in Table. 1. We only use full-sized representation when L = 0. Employing slide windows of 4 scales, we achieve the best performance. The small-sized initial candidate boxes are beneficial for small object retrieval. Therefore, the improvement of image retrieval performance is more significant in Paris dataset which contains many small query objects as shown in Fig. 1 . 
Dimensionality
In order to get shorter representations, we compress the cdimensional (c=512) global representation g by fully connected layer. The dimensionality (D) of final compact 2 -normalized representation changes from 512 to 32, and the performance of representations with varying dimensionality is reported in Table 2 . The results show that the performance declines gradually with the decrease of dimensionality. The dimensionality of final representation can be chosen according to the tradeoff between performance and efficiency in practice. In our framework, we can employ various pooling strategies to aggregate weighted cropped feature maps and obtain regional representations. We show the results of different pooling strategies such as Max Pooling (MAC) [39] , Average Pooling (AVG) [2] and Generalized-Mean Pooling (GeM) [31] in Table 3 . The experimental results show that the performance of Max Pooling (MAC) [39] in our soft-detection-based aggregation method is better than other pooling strategies. 
Post-process
We report the performance of original representation without post-process (single-scale, SS) and representation with multi-scale (MS) and learned whitening (LW) post-process in Table. 4. Similarly to the conclusion of recent researches [11, 31] , the results show that post-process such as multi-scale (MS) and learned whitening (LW) can boost the performance of image retrieval. Therefore, multi-scale (MS) and learned whitening (LW) are generally employed as post-process for image retrieval recently.
Comparison With the State-of-the-art
In the Table. 5, we extensively compare our softdetection-based aggregation (SDA) method with the stateof-the-art image retrieval methods based on compact image representations. The proposed SDA method based on VGG [36] network outperforms the state-of-the-art on most datasets, and achieve comparable performance (only 0.3%, and its result based on Pytorch is 87.2% on Oxford dataset which is lower than our result (87.6%) also based on Pytorch) on Oxford dataset. Especially on the difficult image retrieval datasets ROxford and RParis [29] that released recently, we achieve significantly boost (3% ∼ 5%). Because our soft-detection-based aggregation method exploits the discriminative detailed information by soft region proposals, which highlight the regional interested objects and suppress the disturb of complex background as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Especially for the difficult small query object which is easily interfered by noise of background, our soft region proposals can detect small objects under complex background to promote the discrimination of representation. The suppressing effect of noise from our trainable soft region proposals is beneficial for representation to overcome the occlusion and disturb of background (such as people and plants)
. The experimental results demonstrate that our SDA method is effective for image retrieval. In order to analyze the results of our method clearly, we show some typical retrieval results in Fig. 6 . The query images are marked by green boxes. The top 9 retrieval results are marked by blue or orange boxes. The orange boxes mark hard candidates, which contains the occlusion, disturb of people and plants, small objects. The pivotal interested objects that are significant for distinction are highlighted by soft region proposals. Meanwhile, the noise of background which is harmful for discriminability is suppressed by soft region proposals. Our soft-detection-based aggregation method tackles above issue by capturing discriminative regional representations based on soft region proposals and combines them based on predicted significance. As a result, the final global representation is discriminative and robust.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel weakly supervised softdetection-based aggregation (SDA) method for image retrieval. The key characteristic of our method is that it employs trainable soft region proposals to highlight the regional interested objects and suppress the noise of back- Table 5 . Performance (mAP) comparison with the state-of-the-art image retrieval methods. Our weakly supervised soft-detection-based aggregation (SDA) method outperforms the state-of-the-art aggregation methods on most datasets. Especially on the difficult image retrieval datasets ROxford and RParis [29] that released recently, we achieve significantly boost (3% ∼ 5%). The experimental results demonstrate that our SDA method is effective for image retrieval. ground. We predict the significance of different regional representations based on soft region proposals and combine them as compact global representations. The results show that our SDA method can capture the discriminative information of pivotal small objects without bounding box annotations and overcome the occlusion and disturb of background.
Datasets
Experiments on some standard retrieval datasets show that our weakly supervised approach outperforms the previous state-of-the-art aggregation methods. The experimental results demonstrate that our SDA method is effective for image retrieval. It is worth noting that our weakly supervised SDA method is trained without bounding box annotations and our detection and aggregation stages are holistically trained end-to-end.
